
SESSION 10

ONE CONVERSATION

Use the following thoughts and questions to have one spiritual conversation. You can pick and choose, use them all or just allow the statement 
to be your guide. The emphasis shouldn’t be about having all the answers, but simply having a conversation.

Scripture
Judges 14:1-9; 16:4-5,15-30

1. Opening Statement
Begin your conversation by asking about this main point:

God works even through the defeat of sinful leaders to bring about His plan. 
This main point is the biblical truth the student’s study was built around. Each week there will be one statement that ties the whole 
study together. These would be great statements to remember together. The hope is that thoughts and ideas will stem from these 
statements. You can also begin by sharing a thought of your own that you learned during your study of the same session. Ask what 
thoughts were surprising as the study was taught.

2. Thought From the Study
It is through man’s brokenness that God puts His own glory on display. At the end of his life, Samson cried out to God for enough 
strength to defeat the enemies of God’s people who were present. God reached down into the brokenness of the judge who was 
chosen before his birth, and for the good of His people He answered Samson’s prayer. He rescued His people despite their total 
unbelief. Samson’s downfall was the result of his own disobedience, and yet God used his death to begin the deliverance of 
His people.

 Y It took humiliation and weakness to finally get Samson’s attention. What are some circumstances God can  
use (or has used) to get your attention and draw you back to Him?

3. Quote for Discussion
Discuss this quote together. How does this change your understanding of a relationship with Jesus?

“Samson’s strength belonged to the Spirit of the Lord. In Samson was the vessel, but the fullness was in the Spirit. A 
vessel can be filled and emptied.” —Ambrose

4. Conversation Questions
Use these questions to begin thinking through and applying the lessons to your family life: 

1. What successes might members of our family be tempted to put their trust in rather than in God?
2. How can we help one another maintain a strong sense of dependence on God?
3. God was patient with Samson, and showed him mercy. When have we experienced the patient love and mercy of God?
4. How does this story encourage you to use your God-given gifts for His glory and not your own?
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